The Tribute Book

S.O.FT. Ireland decided to dedicate a page to each child in a well bound and
presented book. This was to be known as the Tribute Book. It was made in
Dublin at the request of Noreen and Michael Mulhall. It is not restricted to
deceased children but also dedicated to living children. Hence the name
“Tribute Book”.
The pages in the book are of excellent quality and are quite large between A4
and A3 in size. The only drawback is that the pages cannot conveniently be
posted. A special effort is made to have the book available at the Family Outing
and Autumn Break for viewing and especially updates. All the information on
the top half of the page from Baby’s Name to Brothers’/Sisters’ Names is
written in by a calligrapher.
The personal message is written in by a parent(s) with a memento attached. The
personal message contains sentiments about the child. This includes a poem or
sample phrases like….
“ A child is like a butterfly in the wind… Our only beloved daughter and
sister….Our precious gift from God… You will always be loved…Always in
our memories… Thinking of you… You passed away peacefully in our arms…
Sweet dreams little one… A tiny flower… Life will never be the same without
you… We love and miss you so very much… Our little bud that never
bloomed……etc”
The memento is anything that fits flat on the page and is small in size. A
passport size photo, a photocopy of a photograph, a fingerprint or a footprint
etc. (Hold on to your originals)
This is the “Tribute Book Sample Page” which is brought along to the Family
Outing or Autumn Break.

Tribute Book Sample Page
To be transcribed into Tribute Book

Baby's Name: __________________________________________________
Parent ‘(s) Name (s): _____________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
Date of Birth: _________ Date of Death:________ Birth Weight: _________
Disorder: ______________________

Hospital: _____________________

Brother’(s) / Sister’(s) Name(s):_______________________________________

E-Mail the above in advance to soft.fundraising@gmail.com
The information above will be transcribed by a Calligrapher onto the page in the Tribute Book.
The Personal Message below should be written by the actual parent (s) ideally with a black felt pen
onto the page in the Tribute Book. It would include sentiments about the child and, if desired, a
memento of the child ( or a copy of it ).
Only use below for practice and to have it ready for transcribing into the actual Tribute Book.

Personal Message:

Copy of Memento

